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9>?9507+-!.03! ?-! 5-95-8! /2!Q!M! 9=-+>105-9!=65-75/01! >9-4! 6;! 5,-! 9>?9507+-! /9!
8/9=69-8!6;!;-1-09-8*PO!@,-!M8./7/95;056;!.03!.07805-! 5-95/7:!62!0!=0;5/+>10;!
9>?9507+-!/2!5,-!9>?9507+-!H.03!=;-9-75!07!>7;-09670?1-!;/9A!62!/7N>;3!56!,-015,!
6;! 5,-!-7D/;67.-75*IPP!),-7!Q!M!;-V>/;-9!9>?9507+-! 5-95/7:4! 5,-!9>?9507+-! /9!




M! D61>750;3! Q!M! !EM-! H=,09-P6>5I! =;6+-994! A76<7! 09! 5,-! !E(M!
-5-<0;89,/=! !;6:;0.4! 055-.=5-8! 56! -1/./705-! 5,-! .07>20+5>;-! 62! !E(M*`+B!










!̀ 5`! !F%I1 73%89"*!.1 B%"9.9#<PQ*-9<@1 5,*8%I#,-K1 2#,-9<@1 4EE,#*"31 ;#1 Q*-9<@1
B%(%,89<*(9#<.1 L</%,1 6%"(9#<1 ]4! $1'1' '#,X%' (/&%1' )$-#-?! 6v2! .&DR1! 256d84!
9::;<=ZZ;BHFG1EEZm)7h_m2hW1!










!;6:;0.! ;-V>/;-8!-0+,!+6.=073! 56!=;6D/8-!07!077>01! ;-=6;5!62!!E(M!>9-*`+O!






5,-! -5-<0;89,/=! !;6:;0.! <09! Q!MK9! ?-95! D-,/+1-! 56! -1/./705-! !E(M!
.07>20+5>;/7:!078!,618!+6.=07/-9!0++6>750?1-!?-+0>9-! /.=6;5075!+,07:-9! 56!
@-?M!,08!765!3-5!?--7!.08-*``+!
"7! 5,-!+c21! 2/701!077>01! ;-=6;54!011!-/:,5!+6.=07/-9! ;-=6;5-8! 5,-!7-0;!
-1/./705/67! 62! !E(M! ;-1-09-! 078!.07>20+5>;-*```! -/7+-! +c214! 76! 088/5/6701!
;-=6;59! 6;! 5-95/7:! ,09! 50A-7! =10+-! >78-;! 5,-! !E(M! -5-<0;89,/=! !;6:;0.! 56!
9>::-95!+6.=07/-9!,0D-! ;-.0/7-8!+6../55-8! 56!-1/./705/7:!!E(M! ;-1-09-*``B!
M88/5/6701134! 5,-!!E(M!-5-<0;89,/=!!;6:;0.!<09! 1/./5-8! 56! +675;611/7:! 5,-!
;-1-09-!62!!E(M!078!76!65,-;!!EM-!+,-./+01*``G!
_"! +,5%36,1/829:2;!&;0<&
@,-! ?6.=;-,-79/D-! Q7D/;67.-7501! R-9=679-4! ?6.=-7905/674! 078!
"/0?/1/53!M+5!078! 105-;!->=-;2>78!M.-78.-759!=;6D/8-!Q!M!</5,! 9>?95075/01!
!
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)!6" 2')*%."#("&",%$,2%#'."'2" #$%&'"()*"
0>5,6;/53! 56! ;-9=678! 56! ,0W0;86>9! 9>?9507+-! +1-07>=*``J! @,-! =>;=69-9! 62!
?QR?"M! 0;-! 5<6P2618*!E/;954!?QR?"M! 95;/D-9! 56! 0+,/-D-! 5,-! +1-07>=! 62! 011!
0?07867-8! ,0W0;86>9! 9/5-9*!--+6784!?QR?"M! -950?1/9,-9! 1/0?/1/53! +10/.9! 26;!








-F=-78/5>;-!62!H;-9=679-!+6959Ih!078! T1U! 5,-!8-2-78075! 20119!</5,/7!67-!62! 5,-!





?QR?"M! =;6D/8-9! 167:P5-;.! 078! 9,6;5P5-;.! +6>;9-9! 62! 0+5/67``P! 26;!
,0W0;86>9! +1-07>=4!<,/+,! 8-=-78! 67! 5,-! 9-D-;/53! 62! 5,-! +6750./705/67! 078!
9>?9507+-! /7!V>-95/67*`B+!Q!M! /9! 509A-8!</5,!8-5-;./7/7:! 5,-!+6>;9-!62!0+5/67!
>78-;! 0! S05/6701! ?675/7:-7+3! !1074! <,/+,! /9! 5,-! M:-7+3K9! ;608.0=! 26;!
;-9=678/7:! 56! ;-1-09-9! 62! ,0W0;86>9! 9>?9507+-9! >78-;! 5,-! D0;/6>9! 2-8-;01!





!̀ `M! !6(E%,*(</K1 7MU7O41 Q>%,>9%I4' $1'1' '#,X%' (/&%1' )$-#-?4! c9BHB?AG[:BH! 6(E%,*(</K1
7MU7O41Q>%,>9%IV4!9::;<=ZZ```1B;G10DRZ<^;BH[^ASZ<^;BH[^AS_EBHE@G_DRBHR?B`!.@G<:!R?<?:BS!)^01!
a54!252581!








!̀ +`! !F*(9#<*!1 Q9!1*</1A*c*,/#(.1 6(/.(*<"%.1 7#<(9<@%<"G1+!*<4!$1'1''#,X%'(/&%1')$-#-?4!
9::;<=ZZ```1B;G10DRZBFBH0BAEX_HB<;DA<BZAG:?DAG@_D?@_GAS_9GqGHSD^<_<^]<:GAEB<_;D@@^:?DA_
EDA:?A0BAEX_;@GA_AE;_DRBHR?B`!.@G<:!R?<?:BS!'B;:1!a4!252581!
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),),3" #'!"#$%&''()%*"%+,--'&%-!,)*" )!7"
;07A9!9/5-9!?09-8!67! 5,-!9-D-;/53!62!+6750./705/67!078! 5,-! 1-D-1!62!,0W0;8! 5,-!
9=-+/2/+! 9>?9507+-!=;-9-759*`BJ!?QR?"M! 10<!0==1/-9!<,-7!0!=611>5-;!D/6105-9!
65,-;!-7D/;67.-7501!10<94!/7+1>8/7:!@-?M4!5,-!?1-07!)05-;!M+54!5,-!?1-07!M/;!
M+54! 078! 5,-! -61/8!)095-!C/9=6901!M+5*`BL! @,-;-26;-4! ?QR?"M! ;-1/-9! 67! 0!
9>?9507+-K9!+1099/2/+05/674!8-2/7/5/674!078!:>/8-1/7-9!>78-;!65,-;!2-8-;01!10<*!M!











078!@-?M*`BO! HN0W0;86>9! =611>5075! 6;! 9>?9507+-I! >78-;! 65,-;! -7D/;67.-7501!
10<9! /9!8-2/7-8!09!9>?9507+-9!+0>9/7:!08D-;9-!,-015,!-22-+59!078e6;!7-:05/D-13!
/.=0+5/7:! 5,-! -7D/;67.-75*`BP!?67+-75;05/674! 56F/+/534! =-;9/95-7+-4! 078! 65,-;!
+,0;0+5-;/95/+9!;0/9/7:!9/:7/2/+075!,-015,!6;!-7D/;67.-7501!+67+-;79!8-5-;./7-9!0!
9>?9507+-K9! ,0W0;8! 1-D-1*`G+!@,-! H=611>5075! 6;! +6750./7075I! 8-2/7/5/67! 8/22-;9!
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=>?1/+! 6++>;9*`GO!),/1-!Q!M! /7D-95/:05-94! 5,-! 9>?9507+-! /9! +675/7>0113! ?-/7:!
;-1-09-8! T>71-99! 5,-! =611>5-;! D61>750;/13! 0:;--9! 56! ,015! ;-1-09-! <,/1-! Q!M!
/7D-95/:05-9U*!@,/9!8-103!/7!;-9=679-!26;!956==/7:!0!+675/7>-8!;-1-09-!62!0!,0;.2>1!
9>?9507+-!5,-7!.0A-9!0!+1-07>=!.6;-!8/22/+>15!078!-F=-79/D-*!
R-.-8/01! 0+5/67! .03! ?-! 50A-7! =;/6;! 56! 0! ;-1-09-! >78-;! H,0W0;86>9!
9>?9507+-I! <,-;-09! 5,-! ;-1-09-! .>95! 2/;95! 6++>;! >78-;! H=611>5075! 6;!
+6750./7075*I!M88/5/6701134!;-.-8/01!0+5/67!.>95!?-!50A-7!<,-7!01G!;-1-09-!62!





S6D/7:! 26;<0;84! 9</25! 0+5/67! .>95! ?-! 50A-7! 56! /.=1-.-75! !EM-!
;-:>105/679*!@,/9!S65-!9>::-959!166A/7:!56!Q!MK9!=095!-F=-;/-7+-!/7!;-:>105/7:!
07!-75/;-!20./13!62!+,-./+0194!9=-+/2/+0113!=613+,16;/705-8!?/=,-7319!TH!?!IU*!





!̀ *M! !./0b!3B@GA?B! TBA<E94! .(X.1 ;98%1 ;#1 B%.9@<*(%1 +5461 *1 =A*c*,/#(.1 6(/.(*<"%?4''#,X%'
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),),3" #'!"#$%&''()%*"%+,--'&%-!,)*" )!9"
R>1-*I! --+5/67! "R*!! 2/;95! 6>51/7-9! 5,-! >79>++-992>1! 0+5/67!Q!M! ,09! 50A-7! 56!
-1/./705-!078!+1-07!>=!!EM-!+6750./705/67*!--+5/67!"R*!!2>;5,-;!-F0./7-9!5,-!











7-:05/D-! ,-015,! -22-+59! +0>9-8! ?3! !?!*`JB! "/A-! !EM-4! -F=69>;-! 56! !?!! /9!
9+/-75/2/+0113! 1/7A-8! 56! 0! 7>.?-;! 62! 9-;/6>9! /117-99-94! /7+1>8/7:! 0::;-99/D-!
+07+-;94!?/;5,!8-2-+594!?;0/7!078!7-;D6>9!9395-.!80.0:-4!078!<-0A-7-8!/..>7-!
078!-786+;/7-!9395-.9*`JG!
!?!! /9! 0! 20./13! 62! .07P.08-! +,-./+019! </5,! 0! ,/:,! +,16;/7-!
+67+-75;05/67*!!?!! /9!9/./10;! 56!!EM-!?-+0>9-!?65,! 53=-9!62!+,-./+019!0;-!0!




=;-99>;-*!@,>94! !?!! /9! 0196! 0! H26;-D-;! +,-./+01I! ?-+0>9-! 62! 5,-! +,-./+01K9!
!
!̀ *!! !(D@XE9@DH?AG:BS!T?;9BAX@<! .(_T<8!'AR?HDAFBA:G@!*BG@:9!^GE:!'9BB:4! %,,1'$-1X%'&!'(*A1'
*-.,%Y4! 9::;=ZZ```1?S;91<:G:B1?@1^<ZBAR9BG@:9Z[GE:<9BB:<Z;D@XE9@DH?AG:BS]?;9BAX@<19:F! .@G<:!
R?<?:BS!'B;:1!Y4!252581!
!̀ M5! !$1'1''#,X%' (/&%1')$-#-?4' (&,?-Y,&/"#.%-5' T"1Y-#?,)' 6f2fv6fdf=' ^"#.,'(-1&/%' a!
.6fdf81!
!̀ M`! !./0!G:!avY4!7vd1!
!̀ M+! !6%%1 @%<%,*!!G!O%*,<14/#((1+#!G"!#,9<*(%/1C9E3%<G!.1 V+7C.W1A%*!(31M**%"(.4!$1'1''#,X%'
(/&%1' )$-#-?4! 9::;<=ZZ```1B;G10DRZ;E]<Z@BGHA_G]D^:_;D@XE9@DH?AG:BS_]?;9BAX@<_
;E]<e9BG@:9B[[BE:<!.@G<:!R?<?:BS!)^01!254!252581!
1̀ M*1 1A(8*<1 ;#D#8%1 +,#d%"(K1 +#!G"3!#,9<*(%/1 C9E3%<G!.1 V+7C.W4' '#,X%' U&/0"#$' 0/114!
9::;<=ZZ```1B`01DH0Z<?:B<Z9^FGA:DgDFBZE9BF?EG@<ZE9BF?EG@jE@G<<B<1;9;\E@G<<](D@XE9@DH?AG:BS
w]?;9BAX@<wn2W(_T<n2f!.@G<:!R?<?:BS!'B;:1!Y4!252581!
!̀ MM! !':B[GA! 'E9A?BSBH4! A*!#@%<1 73%89"*!1 M!%8%<(1 N,#(E4! T/"%%.#"-.4!
```1]H?:GAA?EG1EDFZ<E?BAEBZ9G@D0BA1!
!̀ ME! !./0!^@^DH?AB!GAS!_9@DH?AB!GHB!]D:9!FBF]BH<!D[!:9B!9G@D0BA!0HD^;!DA!:9B!(BH?DS?E!&G]@B!D[!
'@BFBA:<11 ./0! *G@D0BA<! 9GRB! <?F?@GH! E9BF?EG@! ;HD;BH:?B<! GAS! 9GRB! <BRBA! RG@BAEB! B@BE:HDA<4!
FBGA?A0!:9B!9G@D0BA!0HD^;!?<!G]@B!:D![DHF!]DAS<!`?:9!EGH]DA<!GAS!D:9BH!DH0GA?E!EDF;D^AS<11./0!
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+,-./+019! /7! 5,-!!?!!20./13!0;-!767P56F/+!078!86!765!=69-!0! 5,;-05! 56!=>?1/+!
,-015,!6;!5,-!-7D/;67.-754!5,/9!8/8!765!,/78-;!?67:;-994!078!Q!M!95/11!/.=69-8!
95;/+5! ;-:>105/679! 56! =;-D-75! 2>;5,-;! !?!! =611>5/67! /7! 5,-! +6>75;3*! "7! 20+54!
?67:;-99! 088-8! 5,-! -75/;-! +1099! 62! !?!! +,-./+019! 56!@-?M4! =;-D-75/7:! 5,-!
=;68>+5/674!8/95;/?>5/674!078!.07>20+5>;/7:!62!!?!9!/7!5,-!C*-*`JO!!?!9!<-;-!
0196!088-8!56!?QR?"M!078!R?RM!;-:>105/679!56!=;6D/8-!0D-7>-9!26;!+1-07>=!
62! !?!! +6750./705/67! 9/5-9! ?09-8! 67! 5,-! 0.6>75! 078! 9-D-;/53! 62! 5,-! !?!!
+6750./705/67*`JP!
2*! R-:>105/7:!!?!!C78-;!@-?M!
!?!! /9! 67-! 62! 9/F! +,-./+019! 9=-+/2/+0113! /8-75/2/-8! /7! @-?M*`L+! M!
.0N6;/53!62! 5,-!9/F!+,-./+019!,0D-!9=-+/2/+! 5/51-9!>78-;!@-?M*`L`!E-8-;01! 10<!
=;6D/8-8!?;608!8/;-+5/67!56!Q!M4!</5,!;-9=-+5!56!!?!!;05,-;!5,07!=-;./55/7:!Q!M!
56!-F-;+/9-! /59!6<7!8/9+;-5/67! /7! 5,-! ;-:>105/67!62!!?!4!6D-;;/8/7:!073! /7/5/01!
Q!M! 0+5/67!</5,! /59! 6<7! :>/8-1/7-9!</5,! ;-9=-+5! 56! !?!*`LB!S6;.01134!Q!M!
-F-;+/9-9! /59! 8/9+;-5/67! /7! 8-+/8/7:!<,-5,-;! 56! ;-:>105-! +-;50/7! +,-./+019! ?3!
/7+1>8/7:!5,-.!/7!5,-!/7D-756;3!62!9>?9507+-9!5,05!7--8!56!?-!;-:>105-8*!!?!P




!̀ M!! !UBASX!U?@L?B! (GHLBH4! ;#D9"1 6(/.(*<"%1 7#<(,#!1 4"(4! 9<1 Y[! &-@.)' (/.-%"--' '-/"-)='
'#,"/&#>-#%.,'".2!u!2612!.256f81!





!̀ E5! !&9B! D:9BH! [?RB! E9BF?EG@<! ?AE@^SB! G<]B<:D<4! HGSDA4! @BGS4! FBHE^HX4! GAS! [DHFG@SB9XSB1!














),/1-!?67:;-99! 0.-78-8!@-?M! 56! /7+1>8-!!?!4!Q!M! ;-:>105-8! 5,-!
.07>20+5>;-!078!8-D-16=.-75!62!7-<!078!-F/95/7:!!?!!+,-./+019!>78-;!@-?M!
5,;6>:,!5,-!(22/+-!62!?,-./+01!-02-53!078!!611>5/67!!;-D-75/67*`LL!!611>5-;9!0;-!
9>?N-+5! 56!@-?M!<,-7! 5,-!!?!!,09! 0! +,-./+01! +67+-75;05/67!62!+!=0;59!=-;!
./11/67! T==.U! 6;! ,/:,-;*`LO! M73! !?!! 9>?9507+-! 05! 6;! 0?6D-! 5,-! +==.!
+67+-75;05/67!/9!=;6,/?/5-8!2;6.!?-/7:!,0781-8!>71-99!5,-!+,-./+01!/9!>9-8!/7!07!
H-75/;-13!-7+169-8!.077-;4I!.-07/7:!5,-;-!/9!W-;6!;/9A!62!-F=69>;-!56!,>.079!
078! 5,-! -7D/;67.-75*`LQ! Q!M!.>95! 2/78! 5,-;-! /9! 0! W-;6! ;/9A! 62! -F=69>;-! 56!
/78/D/8>019!6;!5,-!-7D/;67.-75!=;/6;!56!-F+>9/7:!!?!!10<9!078!;-:>105/6794!078!
Q!M!;-:>10;13!+678>+59!-D01>05/679!56!-79>;-!=65-75/01!=611>5-;9!0;-!+675/7>/7:!
56! -79>;-! 76! ;/9A! 62! -F=69>;-*`LO! !?!! ;-:>105/679! =;6,/?/5! 5,-!.07>20+5>;-4!
=;6+-99/7:4! 6;! 8/95;/?>5/67! 62! 5,-! +,-./+01! 9>?9507+-! 05! 6;! 0?6D-! 5,-! +==.!
+67+-75;05/674!>71-99!5,-!/78>95;3!2-11!</5,/7!0!91/.!+05-:6;3!62!5,69-!0++-=5-8!
>9-94!>=67!Q!M!0==;6D01*`LP!
"7! 2gTT4! Q!M!.68/2/-8! @-?M! !?!! ;-:>105/6794! 76<! A76<7! 09! 5,-!
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)4)" 2')*%."#("&",%$,2%#'."'2" #$%&'"()*"














--12P/.=1-.-75/7:! +1-07>=9! ;-V>/;-! 5,-! ;-9=679/?1-! =611>5-;! 56! +678>+5! 5,-!
+1-07>=!=;6+-994!=>;9>075!56!;-1-D075!8/9=6901!:>/8-1/7-9!26;!;-.-8/01!<095-*`Q+!













1̀ JJ1 1C%<%*9(.1 #*1 (3%1 +7C1 7!%*<(E1 *</1 B9.E#.*!1 +,#@,*8T1 $1'1' '#,X%' (/&%1' )$-#-?4!




















!?!! +,-./+019! 2;6.! ?-/7:!.07>20+5>;-8! 6;! 8/9+,0;:-8! 078! +1-079! >=! 9/5-9!
+6750./705-8!</5,!56F/+!!?!!+,-./+019*!!?!!+6750./705/67!9/5-9!0;-!-22/+/-7513!
/8-75/2/-8! 078! =;6=-;13! ;-:/95-;-8! 67! 5,-! S05/6701! !;/6;/5/-9! "/95*`QO! ?1-0;!
;-:>105/679!</5,!70;;6<!-F+-=5/679!67! 5,-!!?!!+,-./+01!:;6>=!,0D-!099/95-8!





2;6.! 5,-! =>?1/+4! 8-.078/7:! 079<-;9! ;-:0;8/7:! !EM-! +6750./705/67*`QP!
?,-./+01! +6;=6;05/679! ,0D-!.07>20+5>;-8! !EM-! 9/7+-! 5,-! 2gLc94! 3-5!.695!
/78/D/8>019!0;6>78!5,-!+6>75;3!0;-!>70<0;-!62!/59!,0;.2>1!-22-+594!-9=-+/0113!5,-!
/.=0+5!+6..67!+679>.-;!/5-.9!.03!,0D-!67!5,-/;!,-015,*!N6<-D-;4!56803!!EM-!
+6750./705/67! /9! 76<! </8-13! A76<7! 5,;6>:,6>5! 5,-! +6>75;34! -9=-+/0113! /7!
+6..>7/5/-9!<,-;-!=095!6;!+>;;-75!!EM-!.07>20+5>;/7:!50A-9!=10+-*!
"7! ;-9=679-! 56! =>?1/+! 6>5;0:-4!Q!M! +;-05-8! 5,-!!EM-!@09A!E6;+-! /7!
+c2g*`O+! @,-! !EM-! @09A! E6;+-! <09! -950?1/9,-8! 56! /7D-95/:05-! 5,-! =65-75/01!
807:-;9!5,-!!EM-!20./13!,09!67!5,-!-7D/;67.-75!078!,>.07!,-015,*`O`!)/5,!5,-!
+;-05/67! 62! 5,-! @09A! E6;+-! +0.-! D61>750;3! !EM-! =611>5/67! .-09>;-9*`OB!
-=-+/2/+01134! Q!M! /.=1-.-75-8! 767P?/78/7:! ;-:>105/679! 5,05! H<0;7-8I! 5,-!
=>?1/+!0?6>5!!EM-!807:-;9*`OG!
(7! 5,-!65,-;!,0784! 5,-!C*-*!N6>9-!62!R-=;-9-7505/D-9!=099-8! 5,-!2/;95!
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--+6784! 5,-! =;6:;0.! =;6D/8-9! +6.=07/-9! </5,! 07! -093! 166=,61-a! +;-05-! 6;!
.07>20+5>;-!0!5-+,7/+0113!7-<!!EM-!+,-./+01!</5,!91/:,5!.61-+>10;!015-;05/679!
-D-7! /2! 5,-! H7-<I! +,-./+01! </11! +0>9-! 5,-! 90.-! 7-:05/D-! ,-015,! 078!
-7D/;67.-7501! +679-V>-7+-9! 09! !E(M*! @,-! 166=,61-! 0116<9! 5,-! +,-./+01!
/78>95;3! 56! +675/7>-! 56! =;62/5! 05! 5,-! -F=-79-! 62! ,>.07! ,-015,! 078! 5,-!
-7D/;67.-75*!"78--84!</5,!5,-!91/:,5-95!015-;05/6794!807:-;6>9!!EM-!+,-./+019!





078! 902-53! 8-9=/5-! 5,-! 8/9+675/7>05/67! 62! 5,-! 9=-+/2/+! !E(M! +,-./+01*!
!
!̀ *E! !$GR?S! 'E9^@:q4! A#(.%1 +5461 C9!!1 A*.1 =F#1 +,#.E%"(?1 9<1 6%<*(%T1 C*,,*..#1 6*G.1 VRW4!




















E>;5,-;4! 5,-! 166=,61-! 10+A9! 5;079=0;-7+3! ?-+0>9-!Q!M! /9! ;-V>/;-8! 56!
;-1-09-!7-<13!.07>20+5>;-8!+,-./+019!56!5,-!=>?1/+!/7+1>8/7:!7-<13!8-D-16=-8!
!EM-!+,-./+019!5,05!0;-!-/5,-;!/7!5,-!=;6+-99!62!.07>20+5>;-!6;!<-;-!;-+-7513!
/75;68>+-8! /756! 5,-! +679>.-;!.0;A-5*! "7! 20+54! HQ!MK9!.695! ;-+-75! +,-./+01!
/7D-756;3!*!*!*!/7!S0;+,! i62j! +c2gI! +6750/7-8! 6D-;! /4ccc! +,-./+019*`PB! @,-9-!
+,-./+019!0;-!011!A-=5!9-+;-5!078!0<03!2;6.!5,-!=>?1/+!-3-*`PG!@,/9!/9!=;6?1-.05/+!
?-+0>9-!<,/1-!Q!M!+10/.9!56!?-!;-:>105/7:!!EM-4!5,-!=>?1/+!/9!>70?1-!56!A--=!
5,-! :6D-;7.-75! 078! 5,-! +,-./+01! +6;=6;05/679! /7! +,-+A*! ),-7! +,-./+01!
/7D-756;/-9!0;-!A-=5!=;/D05-4!Q!M!078!5,-!.07>20+5>;/7:!+6;=6;05/679!,0D-!76!
0++6>750?/1/53!56!5,-!=>?1/+P05P10;:-*!N0;.2>1!+,-./+019!0;-!A-=5!0!9-+;-5!2;6.!
5,-! =>?1/+! 078! 9-D-;-! .-8/+01! /117-99-9! ;-.0/7! 0! .395-;3! 56! 5,69-! </5,6>5!
+,-./+01!/7D-756;3!/726;.05/67*!
(D-;0114! Q!MK9! -5-<0;89,/=! !;6:;0.! <09! =66;13! =1077-8! 078!
9,6;59/:,5-8*! C78-;! 5,-! !;6:;0.K9! 9+,-.-4! +,-./+01! +6;=6;05/679! .03!
5,-6;-5/+0113!+,07:-!5,-/;!+,-./+01!9>?9507+-!=;68>+59!-D-;3!803!</5,!08D07+-8!




?679/8-;/7:! 5,-! !;6:;0.K9! 9,6;5201194! 10?-1/7:! !EM-! H56F/+I! 078!
H,0W0;86>9I! >78-;! -F/95/7:! 2-8-;01! 10<! /9! +;/5/+01*! @,/9!<6>18! 0+,/-D-! 5,;--!
:6019*! E/;954! 2-8-;01! 10<! <6>18! =;-D-75! 0! 705/6701! =>?1/+! ,-015,! 078!
-7D/;67.-7501! +;/9/9*! --+6784! 2-8-;01! 10<! <6>18! =;6D/8-! 7-+-990;3! +1-07>=!
099/9507+-!26;!+6..>7/5/-9!022-+5-8!?3!!EM-!+6750./705/67*!@,/;84!2-8-;01!10<!
<6>18!0==13!56!5,-!-75/;-!!EM-!20./134!.-07/7:!073!9>?9507+-!2/55/7:!0!9=-+/2/+!
!EM-! +,-./+01! +,0/7! 26;.>10*!M! 26;.>10! 0==;60+,!<6>18! 08-V>05-13! :;6>=!
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@,-! /7/5/01! 0+5/67! 50A-7! ?3! Q!M! /7+1>8-8! 0! 767P;-:>1056;3! 1/2-5/.-!
N-015,!M8D/96;3!26;!!EM-!-F=69>;-*!Q!M!/99>-8!,-015,!08D/96;/-9!56!5,-!=>?1/+!
09! :-7-;01!<0;7/7:94! 8/9+>99/7:! 5,-! 807:-;! 62! +-;50/7! !EM-! 9>?9507+-9! 078!
<095-*`PL!"7!E-?;>0;3!+c2g4!Q!M!>7D-/1-8!0!H!EM-!M+5/67!!107I!6>51/7/7:!2>5>;-!




0;-! 1-25! 6>5*`PO!"/./5/7:!Q!M! /7D-95/:05/679! 56! 5<6!!EM-! 9>?9507+-9! 20/19! 56!
=;6D/8-!08-V>05-!078!+6.=1-5-!56F/+/53!95>8/-9*!
C-9=/5-! 5,-! 1/./5-8!705>;-!62!Q!MK9!!EM-! 56F/+/53! 95>8/-94!Q!M!,09!
20/1-8!56!;-0+,!/59!8-081/7-!67!=;6D/8/7:!5,-!;-9>159!62!5,-!56F/+/53!95>8/-9*!C-9=/5-!
?-+6./7:! 0<0;-!62!!EM-! +6750./705/67! /7!+c2+4!Q!M!,09!6713!.070:-8! 56!
=;6D/8-! 767P?/78/7:! ,-015,! 08D/96;/-9! 078! +;-05-! 0! =107*`PQ!),/1-!!EM-! ,09!
-F/95-8!/7!5,-!+,-./+01!/78>95;3!26;!8-+08-94!2-<!9+/-75/2/+!95>8/-9!0;-!+678>+5-8!
6>59/8-! 62! 5,-! +,-./+01! /78>95;3K9! 10?9*! )/5,! !EM-! -75-;/7:! 5,-! =>?1/+!
8/9+>99/674!9+/-75/959!,0D-!950;5-8!;-9-0;+,/7:!078!5-95/7:!5,-!56F/+/53!078!,0;.!




5,-! 2-.01-! ;-=;68>+5/D-! 9395-.4`PO! ;-:;-99-8! +,/18,668! ?67-! ,-015,! 078!
8-D-16=.-754`PP! 16<-;! ?/;5,<-/:,5! /7! /7207594B++! <-/:,5! :0/74! <-0A-7-8!
!











'9?FGA! B:1! G@4!+%,P1 *</1+#!G*!(#,#*!-G!1 6(/.(*<"%1+!*.8*1 7#<"%<(,*(9#<.1 *</1 C#<%1Q9<%,*!1
B%<.9(G19<1Q9/"39!/3##/K1417,#..P6%"(9#<*!16((/G4!62d!'#,X%'*-.,%Y'(-/)1)1!6!.256f81!
!+55! !6%%1 @%<%,*!!G! 'RG! &B0H?4! ^HGAEB<EG!3B:H^EE?D4! mG@BA:?AG! 0^BHE?D4! "^EG! &D<:?! B:1! G@4!
MDE#.(,%1 (#1 +5Q41 *</1 +5Q61 *</1 5%(*!1 N,#I(3K1 41 7,9(9"*!1Q%,@9<@1 #*1 ;#D9"#!#@9"*!1 *</1
ME9/%89#!#@9"*!1B*(*16((/G4!Yd!_/"%"-.,'(-,)1'&&@"-&,&$?!YW2!.256d81!
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9,6<7! 56!+0>9-!0!D0;/-53!62!+07+-;94! /7+1>8/7:! 1/D-;4B+B! 5-95/+>10;4B+G!A/87-34B+J!
=07+;-05/+4B+L! 1->A-./04B+O! 078! 65,-;! 8/9-09-94! /7+1>8/7:! 695-60;5,;/5/9B+Q! 078!
5,3;6/8!8/9-09-*B+O!




:0D-!C>!675l?,-.6>;9! 5,-! ;-9=679/?/1/53! 56! 5-95! 65,-;4! =65-75/0113! ,0;.2>14!
!EM-!+,-./+019! 26;! 56F/+/53*B``!@,05K9! ;/:,5a!I,='1/4! 5,-!90.-!+6.=073! 5,05!








!+5`! !=5#,%>%,1 73%89"*!.K?1 ;%*!#<T1 6"#("3@*,/1 *</1 (3%1+5461 7#<(*89<*(9#<1 7,9.9.4!'#,X%'
U&/0"#$'0/114!9::;<=ZZ```1B`01DH0ZLBX_?<<^B<Z:Dg?E<ZADA<:?EL_E9BF?EG@<!.@G<:!R?<?:BS!)^01!a54!
252581!
!+5+! !6%%1 @%<%,*!!G! mG@BA:?AD! 0G@@D4! 0?DRGAA?! "BDAGHS?4! TBHAS! 0BA<BH4!3GH?B_ZD<B! "D;Bq_











!+5!! !6%%1 @%<%,*!!G!h?F!'1! %AAB<4!)@GA!'1!$^EG:FGA4!3?E9GB@! %1!"^<:BH!i!)ADD;! '9GALGH4!








!+``! !N%<1 f1 73%89"*!1 6((/9%.4! $1'1' '#,X%' (/&%1' )$-#-?4! 9::;<=ZZ```1B;G10DRZ;[G<Z0BAg_
E9BF?EG@<_<:^S?B<!.@G<:!R?<?:BS!)^01!a54!252581!
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+,-./+01! 9>?9507+-! 5,-!+6.=073! /9!.07>20+5>;/7:!078!=;68>+/7:*!`/D/7:! 5,-!
+,-./+01!+6;=6;05/679!5,-!=6<-;!56!+678>+5!/59!6<7!9+/-75/2/+!95>8/-9!</5,!!EM-!
+,-./+019!/5!=;68>+-9!078!=;62/59!67!/9!010;./7:*!"5!/9!>7;-09670?1-!56!-F=-+5!5,-!
+,-./+01! /78>95;3! </11! 9-12P;-:>105-! ?3! =;6D/8/7:! 08-V>05-! 9+/-75/2/+! ;-9>159!
=-;50/7/7:!56!/59!6<7!,/:,13!56F/+!+,-./+019*!@,-!=-6=1-!.>95!8-.078!5,05!5,-!
:6D-;7.-754! 765! +,-./+01! +6;=6;05/6794! /7D-95/:05-9! 5,-! 56F/+/53! 62! 011!!EM-!
+,-./+019! 56! -79>;-! 2>5>;-! :-7-;05/679!</11! 76! 167:-;! ?-! 022-+5-8! ?3! 9>+,! 0!
807:-;6>9!+1099!62!9>?9507+-9*!
+*! @,-!!EM-!078!!?!!!0;011-1!





+,-./+01! +1099-9! 0;-! 807:-;6>9! 56! 5,-! -7D/;67.-75! /7! 011! 26;.9! 62! .-8/0*!
@,-;-26;-4!5,-!.695!-22-+5/D-!078!-22/+/-75!;-:>105/67!/9!>78-;!@-?M!?-+0>9-!5,-!
10<!+07!;-:>105-!011!.-8/0*!S0F/.>.!=611>5/67!0.6>759!6>51/7-8!/7!@-?M!0==13!
56! 011!.-8/0P9=-+/2/+! -7D/;67.-7501! 10<94!<,/+,! /9! 5,-!.695! -22/+/-75!<03! 56!
;-:>105-!073!+1099!62!+,-./+0194!/7+1>8/7:!!?!!078!!EM-*!
),/1-!0!10;:-!7>.?-;!62!+,-./+019!.03!.0A-!>=!5,-!-75/;-!20./1/-94!5,/9!
86-9! 765! -F+>9-! 07! -75/;-! 20./13! 62! =65-75/0113! ,0;.2>1! +,-./+019! 2;6.!
;-:>105/67*! ?,-./+01! 20./1/-9! 0;-! 8-5-;./7-8! ?3! -0+,! +,-./+01K9! 9/./10;!
.61-+>10;!95;>+5>;-!078!+,0;0+5-;/95/+94!/7+1>8/7:!,0W0;86>9!-22-+59!67!5,-!?683!
/7+1>8/7:! 5-;056:-794!.>50:-794!078!+0;+/76:-79*!),-7! /78/D/8>01! 9>?9507+-9!







078! =;65-+5! 5,-! =>?1/+4! <,/1-! Q!M! +678>+59! 2>;5,-;! ;-9-0;+,! 67! 5,-! -75/;-!
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=;6?1-.9*!Q!M!.>95! 2>12/11! /59!=>;=69-! 56!=;65-+5! 5,-!-7D/;67.-75!078!=>?1/+!




</5,/7! 0! ,0W0;86>9! +,-./+01! 20./13*! -=-+/2/+! 9>?9507+-9! =;68>+/7:! D01/84!
+67+1>9/D-! 9+/-75/2/+! 8050! 8-.6795;05/7:! 5,-! 9>?9507+-K9! 767P,0W0;86>9! 5;0/59!












20./13*!S68/23/7:! @-?MK9! ;-:>1056;3! 9+,-.-! 9=-+/2/+0113! 26;! >7A76<7! 078!
>75-95-8!9>?9507+-9!<6>18!902-:>0;8!=>?1/+!,-015,!078!5,-!-7D/;67.-754!<,/1-!
20+/1/505/7:! 1/./5-8! .07>20+5>;-! 62! +,-./+0194! A76<7! 09! H./881-! :;6>78I!
;-:>105/679*!@,-!H./881-!:;6>78I!@-?M! ;-:>105/679!<6>18!0116<! 5-.=6;0;/13!
1/./5-8!.07>20+5>;-! 62! 7-<! 6;! >75-95-8! 9>?9507+-9!<,/1-! >7?/09-8! 9+/-75/2/+!
95>8/-9! 0;-! +678>+5-8! 56! 8-5-;./7-! 5,-! 9>?9507+-K9! 56F/+/53*! @,-! ;-:>1056;3!
2;0.-<6;A9! 9>::-95-8! /7! 5,/9! ->?9-+5/67! 0;-! .-;-13! 5-.=6;0;34! 078! 765!
!
!+`*! !N(9/%!9<%.1 *#,1 (3%1 ./%<(9*9"*(9#<1#*1+7C.1*</1Q*(%,9*!.1 7#<(*9<9<@1+7C64!$1&1''#,X%'
(/&$/.>>-4! .)^01! 6fff84! 9::;=ZZE9F1;D;<1?A:Z(DH:G@<Z5ZSD`A@DGS1G<;g\S]$&'(_(#('_(_T_
0$%$_%$'&&1'A0@?<91($^1!
!+`M! !+%,P1 *</1 +#!G*!(#,#*!-G!1 6(/.(*<"%.1 V+546W4! $1'1' ^&&5' i' $/*$' )5>"#14!
9::;<=ZZ```1[SG10DRZ[DDSZE9BF?EG@<ZGAS_;D@X[@^DHDG@LX@_<^]<:GAEB<_;[G<! .@G<:! R?<?:BS! )^01! a54!
252581!
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)6," 2')*%."#("&",%$,2%#'."'2" #$%&'"()*"
=-;.07-754! H./881-! :;6>78I! @-?M! ;-:>105/679! 5,05! .>95! ?-! 1/25-8! 05! 5,-!
+67+1>9/67!62!56F/+/53!95>8/-9*!






?6../55--4! +6.=;/9-8! 62! 56F/+9! 9+/-75/959! 078! 0+08-./+94!<6>18! ;-D/-<! 5,-!
.07>20+5>;-;K9!95>8/-9!078!-D01>05-!/59!D01/8/53!078!D01>-*!
@,-! @6F/+/53! R-D/-<! ?6../55--K9! +67+1>9/679!<6>18! -/5,-;! 2/78! /7!




R-D/-<!?6../55--! 56!8-5-;./7-! 5,-!Q!M! 95>83K9!+67+1>9/679*!),-7!Q!M! /9!
6;8-;-8!56!95>83!078!-D01>05-!5,-!56F/+/53!62!0!.07>20+5>;-;K9!9>?9507+-!?3!5,-!
@6F/+/53!R-D/-<!?6../55--4! Q!MK9! 95>83!<6>18! ?-! ;-D/-<-8! ?3! 5,-! @6F/+!




),/1-!9+/-75/2/+! 5-95/7:!?3! 5,-!.07>20+5>;-;4!Q!M4!6;!?65,! 50A-!=10+-4!




=;6D/8-! 0! +6.=;6./9-!?-5<--7! 5,-! +,-./+01! /78>95;3! 078!Q!M*!!-+0>9-! 5,-!







(7+-! 5,-!Q!M!R-D/-<!?6../55--!6;!Q!M!+67+1>8-9! /59!95>83!67! 5,-!
>7A76<7! 9>?9507+-4! 5,-! =;-9-75! ;-:>1056;3! 2;0.-<6;A! >78-;! @-?M! 078!
?QR?"M!<6>18! 50A-! 6D-;*! "2! 5,-! 9>?9507+-! /9! H,0W0;86>9I! >78-;!?QR?"M!
078e6;! 0! H,/:,! =;/6;/53I! 9>?9507+-! >78-;! @-?M4! 2>;5,-;! ;-95;/+5/679! 67! 5,-!
9>?9507+-!<6>18!?-!/.=69-8*!(7!5,-!65,-;!,0784!/2!5,-!9>?9507+-!/9!10?-11-8!0!
H=611>5075!6;!+6750./7075I!>78-;!?QR?"M!078e6;!0!H16<!=;/6;/53I!9>?9507+-!
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?QR?"M!<6>18! ;-V>/;-!C>!675l?,-.6>;9! 56! +1-07! >=! /59! !EM-! =611>5/67*!
!EM-! ;-:>105/679! >78-;!@-?M!</11! 765! ,0;.! 5,-! /78>95;3! -/5,-;*!-02-4! 767P
,0W0;86>9!!EM-!9>?9507+-9!0;-!9>?N-+5!56!<0/D-;!62!@-?M!;-95;/+5/679*!!>?1/+!
,-015,! 078! -7D/;67.-7501! 902-53! .>95! +6.-! ?-26;-! 5,-! =;62/59! 62! +,-./+01!
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